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1. To fulfill its Charter, UN Members and System should support Indigenous Peoples’ collective 

human rights to good governance, representative institutions, and multilateral organizations as we 
mitigate climate changes and impacts, including evolution and spread of infectious diseases. 

a. Stop US aggression against Yamasi People by suspending US access to UN Bretton 
Woods Institutions (violating Art. 1) until US signs and implements the Declaration on 
the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. 

b. Remedy colonial aggression with UN Member and System collaborating with Indigenous 
Peoples’ multilateral organizations for truth and reconciliation processes (Art. 34) in the 
Caribbean to restore Indigenous Peoples’ representative institutions. 

c. Call for UN HRC Commissions of Inquiry responding to valuable Indigenous Peoples’ 
complaints. Investigate and provide recommendations for expedited remedy those US 
acts not only continuing US refusal to recognize Indigenous Peoples’ collective human 
rights (violating Art. 7, 40), but also coercing States and multilateral organizations to do 
the same.  

d. Call UN System to implement the Declaration and reveal circumstances of 
misassignations of territorial title of an Indigenous People for a study on best practices 
for remedy of title misassignation to promote each Indigenous People’s livelihood to 
manage our traditional trade systems for our own sustainability. Enable UN Member and 
System participation with Indigenous Peoples’ multilateral organizations of 
representative institutions to resolve conflicting title claims as described in Articles 26-8.  

2. Covid has taken Yamasi lives and capacity while increasing physical, sexual, structural, 
environmental violence against us. 

a. Condition market access on human rights, ensuring that Indigenous Peoples’ governance 
of our markets is respecte. End market-based environmental mechanisms (violating Art. 
4) until Declaration implementation has enabled access to justice and formalization of 
each Indigenous People’s title to territories impacted by these mechanisms to reduce 
violence against Indigenous Peoples, including Yamasi People. US accelerated violent 
development during Covid pandemic with unregulated subsidies to Business, diminishing 
Yamasi People’s access to food, shelter, health, and education. Yamasi members suffered 
or died from suspected Covid infection and deprivation because we do not have formal 
access to our own territories or to modern health options and because US unsustainable 
development has exterminated and weakened our medicines (violating Art. 24).  

b. Incentivize consortia of Caribbean States to implement the Declaration (Art. 36) 
especially in context of ecosystem and biodiversity protection and restoration to seek 
balance with our Greatgrandmother Earth (Art. 21-2). Such consortia could protect 
Indigenous Peoples from dangers, for example, US deportations spreading Covid 
throughout Caribbean. 

c. Empower Indigenous Peoples’ governments to protect our ecological economic 
institutions through transparency and access to justice (Art. 19, 20, 23) to end trafficking 
and misassignations of Indigenous Peoples’ titles to territories and life sources. Enable 
representative institutions of Indigenous Peoples (Art. 18) to negotiate with UN bodies on 
transboundary agreements to protect our ecological economic institutions. 

d. The UN-supported response of States to Covid that overthrows Indigenous Peoples’ 
governments and destroys economic institutions to benefit Business claiming territory 
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(violating Art. 25, 3) and governance rights of Indigenous Peoples continues to weaken 
Yamasi People’s traditionally developed economic institutions with other Indigenous 
Peoples of Caribbean and North America, threatening Yamasi People and ecosystems 
with extermination from direct violence and disease. 

i. We ask EMRIP to advise CERD to give coordinated attention to systemic racism 
(Art. 2) against Yamasi People and other original Indigenous Peoples of the 
Americas involved with African Indigenous Peoples and their descendants. End 
US aggression against Indigenous Peoples of North America and Caribbean by 
enabling access to justice against colonial powers using UN System to hurt 
Indigenous Peoples who are governing outside UN System because of systemic 
racism. During the Covid pandemic the European Supremacist US transferred its 
State wealth to Business with privatization contracts overriding international 
instruments (violating Art. 32), thus expanding the US slave-based economy 
holding Indigenous Peoples as properties rather than recognizing collective 
human rights as governors and owners. US Covid-era development has 
increasingly: corrupted OAS making the option of obtaining non-binding 
recommendations from CIDH to US less feasible, expanded ocean dead zones 
and acidification making the 1.5C goal less obtainable;  while directly forcing 
(violating Art. 17) Indigenous Peoples, including Yamasi People, to labor to 
develop ecosystems benefiting US colonization and extraction that degrades 
biosphere integrity as we have no collective human rights to self-determination 
or ownership in the UN-promoted European Supremacist US political and 
economic system that dominates North America and the Caribbean.  

ii. We ask EMRIP to explore UNOOSA’s DRIP obligations and the UN Fourth 
Committee’s obligations to prevent colonization of Indigenous Peoples that 
violates planetary boundaries for the purpose of colonizing space. The US 
Savannah River Site (SRS) nuclear bomb facility (violating Art. 29) that is 
served by unnecessary (violating Art. 30) nuclear power reactors delivering 
nuclear material to SRS supports the US Space Force (fundingi increased during 
Covid pandemic) developing nuclear options for Space colonization, Space 
weapons, and Space energy. This SRS complex poisons with toxins and 
radioactivity Caribbean waters and Yamasi Peoples’ territories and life sources. 
The pollution generated by this SRS complex accelerates ocean acidification and 
climate change (violating Art. 10) while degrading biosphere integrity, violating 
planetary boundaries for the benefit of elite space colonizers escaping climate 
impacts  that would be mitigated by Declaration implementation. 

Yamasi People, a People indigenous to the southeast Caribbean coast of North America, are descended 
from the First People our Creator placed here with title to protect and respect our territory. 
international@Yamasi.org  
Address: PO Box 60033 Savannah MGA 31420 

                                                           
i Wall, M. ‘Space Force gets $15.4 billion in 2021 budget request’. Future US Inc. February 10, 2020 
https://www.space.com/space-force-2021-budget-request.html  


